
Samia Mahi 
Frontend Developer 
Having honed my expertise as a PHP Laravel developer for over 3 and a half years, I have seamlessly transitioned into the realm of
frontend development. My recent immersion in a comprehensive hands-on frontend training program has equipped me with a robust
skill set in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. I am enthusiastically seeking opportunities as a frontend developer. 

mahisamia13@gmail.com +213557714411 

samysportfolio.netlify.app/ linkedin.com/in/samyscode 

github.com/samia13 instagram.com/samyscode 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Freelance frontend developer 
SaaS Company 
11/2023 - Present,  Remote 

collaborate with designers and turn wireframes to fully
responsive pages 

collaborate with backend team, and integrate rest api 

participate in code reviews 

Frontend developer trainee (Remote) 
Kreativstorm 
06/2023 - 07/2023,  Berlin, Germany 

In-depth understanding of core JavaScript, HTML, and CSS
concepts 

Proficient use of Git and GitHub for collaborative version
control 

PHP & Laravel developer 
Naltis Communications 
01/2018 - 12/2021,  Tlemcen, Algeria 

Build and test responsive and multilingual websites using
PHP, jQuery, Bootstrap 

Develop web platforms, web applications and Restful API's
using Laravel for the backend 

Delivered more than 20 projects in time and optimized
websites indexing with SEO 

Pair programming with the team and participating in
hackathons and competitions 

Work in Agile environment (Kanban) 

EDUCATION 

software engineering, Master’s degree 
University of Abou Bekr Belkaid 
09/2014 - 02/2017,  

Compute science, Bachelor's degree 
University of Abou Bekr Belkaid 
09/2011 - 06/2014,  

SKILLS 

HTML CSS Javascript React Next.js 

PHP Laravel MySQL Github/Git 

Communication Teamwork Patience 

Attention to details 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
PSD to HTML Projects App 

Successfully converted PSD files into fully functional websites using
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, demonstrating proficiency in turning
design concepts into responsive web pages. 

GearUp Ecommerce 
Developed "GearUp," a fully responsive ecommerce website with
features such as project listing, cart management, and order
processing. 

Restaurant Landing Page 
Designed and implemented a fully responsive restaurant landing
page using React.js and Tailwind CSS, focusing on user-friendly
navigation and aesthetic appeal. 

Sandbox WordPress Landing Page Clone: 
Replicated the design of a WordPress template landing page called
"Sandbox" using HTML, Tailwind CSS, and GSAP for animations. 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

French 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Arabic 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Technology AI Food Music Nature 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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